KIT PART NUMBER 308742
MODEL MT-3 CONTROL

HEAVY DUTY CONVERSION KIT FOR USE WITH 43C CABLES

This Conversion Kit allows the MT-3 Control to be used with 43C series Throttle and Shift Cables

CAUTION: 43C CABLES CANNOT BE USED WITH A TWIN MT-3 CONTROL

THROTTLE TERMINAL
1' REQUIRED

E-RING

COTTER PIN

SHIFT TERMINAL
1' REQUIRED

SWIVEL BRACKET
1 REQUIRED

CABLE CLAMP
2 REQUIRED

FILLISTER HEAD SCREW
2 REQUIRED

LOCKNUT
2 REQUIRED

SCREW, #10-32 x .50 LONG
2 REQUIRED

CABLE (SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY)

ALL SPECIFICATIONS AND FEATURES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.